Abstract. The problem of residence-time control by the observer-based output feedback is formulated and solved for the case of linear systems with small additive input noise. Both noiseless and noisy measurements are considered. In the noiseless measurements case, it is shown that the fundamental bounds on the achievable residence time depend on the nonminim~ma phase zeros of the system. In the noisy measurements case, the achievable residence time is shown to be always bounded, and an estimate of this bound is given. Controller design techniques are presented. The development is based on the asymptotic large deviations theory.
Introduction
Consider the following Ito stochastic system dx = (Ax + Bu)dt + e Cdw y = Dx,
where x E Nn, u E h~ m, y E NP, w(t) is a standard r-dimensional Brownian motion, A, B, C, D are matrices of appropriate dimensionality, and 0 < e ~ 1. For a given u, the behavior of system (1) in a bounded domain • C NP can be characterized by the first passage time (Freidlin and Wentzelt, 1984) ~(u) = inf{t >_ 0 : y(t,u) E Ogety (O,u) E qI} (0~I' is the boundary of ,It), or by its average value f'(u) = E[r~(u)].
The f' (u) is referred to as the (average) residence time of system (1) in "I,.
Assume that control specifications of system (1) are given in the form of an aiming (pointing) problem: maintain y(t) in a given domain ~I, C NP during a specified time interval [0,T], T < ~. In terms of the average residence time, this problem has the form f'(u) -> T.
Technical examples of this problem can be found elsewhere (Meerkov and Runolfsson, 1988) . To accomplish problem (2) the feedback control approach can be utilized. Runolfsson (1988, 1989) address this problem under the assumption that all states x are available for control and u is chosen as u = gx.
In Meerkov and Runolfsson (1988) , it was assumed that D = I, i.e., the pointing of states has been considered, and the general case of output aiming has been analyzed in Meerkov and Runolfsson (1989) . It has been shown that, from the point of view of satisfying problem (2), all systems (1) can be partitioned into two groups: weakly and strongly residencetime controllable. Roughly speaking, system (1) is weakly residence-time controllable (wrtcontrollable) if there exists 7. < oo such that the closed-loop system (1),(3) satisfies problem (2) for T < 7* and some K and does not satisfy problem (2) for T > 7* and any K. System (1) is strongly residence-time controllable (srt-controtlable) if T* = oo. It has been shown (Meerkov and Runolfsson, 1988 ) that system (1) with D = I is wrt-controllable if and only if (A, B) is stabilizable and srt-controllable if and only ifIm C c Im B. It has been shown (Meerkov and Runolfsson, 1989 ) that system (1) wrt-controltable in states can, if fact, be srt-controllable in outputs y ;e x. In particular, it was shown that a single inputsingle output (SISO) system (1) coincide with nonmimmum phase zeros of Gn(s) = D(sl -A)-IC. This means, of course, that minimum phase plants are pointable with any precision whereas nonminimum phase ones may or may not be, depending on the location of the right half plane zeros of Gn (s).
In the present article, we address problem (2) under the assumption that only (measured) outputs are available for control and, therefore, the output feedback has to be utilized. To simplify the problem, we consider here the observer-based output feedback, i.e., controllers of the form is noisy. Here wl(t ) is a q-dimensional standard Brownian motion and 0 < e ~ 1. In each case, (4) and (5), the problem is to choose the pair (K,L) so that problem (2) is satisified.
To this end, in this article we derive the following results:
1. System (1) with feedback (4) is srt-controllable if and only if the system is invertible and minimum phase in an appropriate sense. 2. If this is not the case, the maximal achievable residence time T* for system (1), (4) coincides with that for system (1), (3) if and only if Gnl(S) ~ E(sI -A)-IC is left invertible and minimum phase; otherwise the output controllers lead to a smaller residence time. 3. System (1) with feedback (5) is never srt-controllable. Thus, the measurement noise has a much more severe effect on the residence time than the input noise. 4. The observer gain L that ensures the largest possible residence time in system (1), (5) coincides with that of the corresponding Kalman filter. Thus, the Kalman filter is optimal not only with respect to the standard performance measure, i.e., the mean-square estimation error, but also from the point of view of the residence time. 5. The feedback gain K that ensures the largest possible residence time in system (1), (5) is dependent on the optimal value of L mentioned above. Thus, although the separation principle does not take place, the situation here can be characterized as semiseparation: the optimal observations do not depend on optimal control, but the optimal control does depend on optimal observations. As a result, the maximal achievable residence time for controllers derived in this article is larger than that for LQG-designed systems.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In section 2, some mathematical preliminaries are discussed. In sections 3 to 5 system (1) with controllers (4) and (5), respectively, is considered, and in section 6 an illustrative example is given. In section 7, the conclusions are formulated. The proofs are given in the appendix.
Preliminaries
In this section, the notion of logarithmic residence time, i.e., the main tool of asymptotic analysis of system (1) with controllers (3)- (5), is introduced and utilized for a precise formulation of problem (2).
Consider the linear Ito system
where, as before, x E Nn, y ~ Np, w(t) is a standard r-dimensional Brownian motion and 0 < e ~ 1. Let • C NP be again a bounded domain with the origin in its interior and a smooth boundary 0xI,. Define
Assume that x(0) = x 0 E f~0 and introduce the first passage time as
(8)
where y(t, xo) is the solution of system (6). The following theorem was proved in Meerkov and Runolfsson (1989 
Constant/2 is referred to as the logarithmic residence time of system (6) in ~. Let y(t, Xo, ~o, K, L) be the solution of the deterministic system
~o Then, with regard to control system (1) and controllers (4) or (5), theorem 1 allows us to conclude that for sufficiently small e and [Xjo] r E f~(K,L), problem (2) can be replaced by an alternative problem of selecting the pair (K,L) such that
where/~('I~;K,L) is the logarithmic residence time of the closed-loop system (1), (4) or (1), (5) and/z = e 2 In T. This is the problem solved in this article.
As it was pointed out in the introduction, the solution of this problem is given in terms of the weak and strong residence-time controllability defined precisely below. In order to simplify the notations, we drop argument ,it in problem (14). Definition 1. 1. System (1) is called weakly residence-time controllable if for any bounded domain • C ~P (0 fi 'I') there exists controller (4) (or (5)) such that/2 (K,L) > 0; 2. System (1) is said to be strongly residence-time controllable if for any bounded • C ~P(0 E ~) and # > 0 there exists controller (4) (or (5)
In what follows, we make the following assumptions:
Assumption 3. FF r > 0, and w(t) and wl(t) are independent Brownian motions.
Assumption 4. Transfer matrices Gs(s ) = D(sI-A)-IB, G~(s) = D(sI-A)-IC and Gnl(s) = E(sI-A)-1C have full normal rank.

Noiseless measurements case
Let 3£ ~ {K E ~?m×n: A + BK is Hurwitz}, 33 ~= {L fi ~nxp: A -LE is Hurwitz} and define the maximal logarithmic residence time of system (1), (4) or system (1), (5) in • as Proof See the appendix.
Remark 1.
As was shown in Meerkov and Rudolfsson (1989) , hypothesis 3 is the condition for strong residence-time controllability with respect to the state-space feedback u = Kx. Furthermore, hypothesis 1 is a stronger condition than hypothesis 3. Thus, either hypothesis 4 or hypothesis 2 is the additional condition that has to be satisfied when the state-space feedback is replaced by the output feedback.
Remark 2. In the SISO case with D = E, theorem 2 implies that for strong residence-time controllability, Gs(s) should be minimum phase. A comparison of the fundamental bounds on the residence time achievable by state space (3) and output (4) feedback can be given as follows:
Consider the closed-loop system (1), (3), i.e.,
and define as
its maximal logarithmic residence time in ~.
Theorem 3. Equality/~* =/z* takes place if and only if Gnl(s) has a left inverse with no poles in Re s > 0.
Proof See the appendix.
Noisy measurements case
Theorem 4. Let P be the unique positive definite solution of the (Kalman filter) Riccati equation:
Then the maximal logarithmic residence time of the closed-loop system (1), (5) Proof See the appendix.
Remark. It follows, in particular, from theorem 4 that since the upper bound in expression (19) is always finite, system (1) with control (5) is never strongly residence-time controllable. Therefore, the measurement noise in control (5) has a greater limiting effect on the achievable residence time than the input noise in system (1). 
where Gs(s) is defined as previously and
Remark. Theorem 5 illustrates that the upper bound in expression (19) is attainable.
Therefore, it is the best possible upper bound.
Design techniques
In the two previous sections, we have characterized the fundamental bounds on the achievable logarithmic residence time. In this section we develop the controller design techniques that achieve these bounds. First system (1) with control (5) is considered and then system (1) with control (4) is addressed. An example is given in section 6.
To select the pair {K,L} that maximizes/2(K,L), assume for simplicity that domain is an ellipsoid
= {y E ~P:yTSy ---r 2, S = S ~" > 0}.
Let W fi ~P×P be a nonsingular matrix such that S = wTw. Then by direct calculations we obtain
where X(K,L) is given by
Therefore, the pair {K,L } is optimal if and only if it minimizes the largest eigenvalue of
The Xm~x(I') can be characterized as follows:
Lemma 1. Let 0 __. 0 be a scalar, l > 1 be an integer, and select Kt ~ 3£ and Lt E such that
Then
l--* oo
Proof The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of theorem 2.1 in Allwright and Mao (1982) . We omit the details here.
Thus, in order to minimize )Xmax(r), we need only to minimize Tr I'(K,L) t, 
7_+0 3' KE3~ L~£
Proof The proof of this lemma is similar to the first part of the proof of the theorem in Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) . We omit the details here.
From lemmas 1 and 2 follow corollary 1.
Corollary 1. Assume that the pair (K~, L~ r) with K~ E 3£ and L~ E ~ minimizes f.y(K,L). 
where P is given by equation (18) and
M~ = l(W D(f~ + P)DrWr) l-1,
(A + B/~t)J~t + i~t(A + B/~z) r+ /J2T = 0.
Proof. See the appendix.
Thus, in particular, the optimal observation gain is independent of optimal control, while the optimal control gain is a function of optimal observations. Since equation (18) Proof See the appendix.
Remark. As follows from theorem 6, the optimal estimator gain/2 given in equation (31) is the Kalman filter gain. Thus, the Kalman filter is optimal in2ptimization problem (15). Moreover, consider the equation for the estimation error e = x -J?:
and define its logarithmic residence time in any domain A C /Rn(0 E A) as ~(A;L). Then
~(A;L) = min e~OA where P(L) is the positive definition solution of (A -LE)P(L) + P(L)(A-LE) ~ + CC 7" + LFFrL T = O.
(38)
Since P given by equation (18) satisfies the inequality
we conclude that
Thus, the Kalman filter is optimal in the sense of optimization of the estimation error residence time in every bounded domain of/R n. The optimal control law for system (1) with control (4) can be obtained from equations (31) and (32) by selecting F = od and letting ~ ~ 0. Indeed, since the optimal estimator law for system (1), (5) is the Kalman filter, we know from optimal filtering theory that the optimal (singular) filter for system (1), (4) is obtained in the limit c~ --, 0 (see, e.g., Kwakernaak and Sivan, 1972) . Therefore, the maximal logarithmic residence time for system (1), (4) is given by /2* = lira lim lira /z(K~/ , L~/'~),
where L~ '~ and K~l '~ are given by equations (31)-(35) with FF r = or21.
Example
Consider the second-order system f°l E°I E I x= x+ u+e ~v, -10 1 0
For this system, s -1 s
Gs(s) -s 2 + 1' G.(s) -s2 + 1' Gnu(s) --S 2 q-1"
Thus, since Gs(s ) = Gnl (s) is minimum phase, this system is srt-controltable by controller (4) when F -0.
Assume that F # 0. Then, by theorem 4, the logarithmic residence time in the inverval ql = (-a,b) , a,b > 0, is bounded by rain 1_
(min(a,b)) 2 (44) yEO't r 2 yT(DPDT)-lY = 21El
Furthermore, when a = b, the (sub)optimal controller can be calculated using equations (31)- (35) Thus, in order to obtain logarithmic residence time as close as desired to the maximal value, equations (44) and (48) can be used to calculate the necessary K 2 (for a given O) and l and -y can be determined from equation (46).
As ~ ~ 0, equation (46) simplifies considerably. Indeed, in this case K 2 ~ co and, thus, for small % equation (46) 
Conclusions
It is shown in this article that the observer-based output feedback can be efficiently used for pointing of linear systems subject to both input and measurement noise. The fundamental bounds on the achievable precision of pointing depend on the locations of the right half plane zeros of the various transfer functions involved. Roughly speaking, the best precision of pointing is obtained for minimum-phase systems. Any desired precision of aiming is attainable only if no measurement noise is present. Therefore, the effect of the measurement noise on the achievable precision of aiming is more detrimental than that of the input noise.
Appendix
Proof of theorem 2. The proof of point 1 in theorem 2 parallels the proof of theorem 3.1 in Meerkov and Runolfsson (1989) . We omit the details here. In order to prove point 2, we first derive the inequality
where K E 3£, L ~ ~. To get the left inequality, note that
For the right inequality, we have (R 2 = max yTy, B(O,R) = {ylyTy <-R2})
It follows from inequality (51) that/2" = oo is equivalent to
KE3£
LE£
Next note that it follows from linear quadratic theory (Kwakernaak and Sivan, 1972; Russell, 1979) that 
Each of the terms Tr DP°D r, Tr ~-¢Q0~, Tr/~po/~, and Tr C~Q°C is nonnegative. Thus system (1) with control (4) is strongly residence-time controllable if and only if all four terms are zero. It was shown in Meerkov and Runolfsson (1989) that Tr CrQ°C = 0 if and only if there exists a rational matrix U(s), with no poles in Re s > 0, such that
Gn(s) + GAs)U(s) = O.
(58) Similarly, Tr ~¢QO~, = 0, Tr DP°D 7" = 0, and Tr/~p0/~T = 0 if and only if there exist rational matrices U(s), V(s), and l)(s), with no poles in Re s > 0, such that
8.(s) + f'(s)G.~(s) = O,
where
Now, if hypothesis 1 is satisfied, then
U(s) = -G~-l(s)Gn(s) and ~](s) = -Gsl(S) Gn(s) (G~l(s)
is the right inverse of Gs(s)) are both without poles in Re s > 0 and satisfy equations (58) and ( (1), (4) is strongly residence-time controllable. Then equations (58)- (61) are satisfied, and, thus hypotheses 3 and 4 are true. Note that the existence of U(s) such that equation (58) is satisfied and assumption 4 imply that m _> min(p,r). Similarly, the existence of V(s) and assumption 4 imply that q _> min(p,r). Assume p < r. Then m _ p and, thus, Gs(s) is right invertible. Similarly, ifp _> r, then q > r and Gnl(s) is left invertible. Next, it can be shown that equation (60) Furthermore, Gn(s) has no zeros in Re s > 0 (see, e.g., Shaked and Soroka, 1987) . Similarly, equation (58)implies that G~(-s)Gn(s) = G~(-s)G,(s) and G~(s) has no zeros in Re s > 0. Thus, ifp < r, i.e., Gs(s ) is right invertibte, then it follows from equations (60) and (59) that Gs(s) has no zeros in Re s > 0. Thus hypothesis 1 is satisfied. Similarly, ifp > r, then equations (58) and (61) imply that G,1 (s) is left invertible and minimum phase, i.e., hypothesis 2 is true.
implies that Gn(s)G~n(-s) = Gn(s)~(-s).
Q.E.D.
Proof of theorem 3. Let/~(K) be the logarithmic residence time of equation (16). Then, obviously, for any K fi 3£ and L E ~3, we have
and, thus,
LE~ Furthermore, using a similar argument to the one in the proof of theorem 4 (see below), we have
Lc` = Pc'U, APC` + P~A r + CC T -1__ pc~ErEpc ` = 0.
OL Thus, we want to show that left invertibility and minimum phase of Gnl (s) is necessary and sufficient for
for all K E 3£. However, since
it follows that equation (68) Proof of theorem 6. Let/~ be the Kalman filter gain (31) and define
where 2 is the estimate (5) for an arbitrary L. Then (Russell, 1979 )
where P satisfies equation (18) 
From equations (76) and (78) we get )~ = 2 -X'(1 -X 1 + X 2 and 2' = 2' -x;r -x; + x~,
X' = X' (since P = const.) equation (79) we get the following equations for ~T, X1, and X2: 
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